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Abstract
Concealing speaker identity in speech signals refers to the task
of speaker de-identification, which helps protect the privacy of
a speaker. Although, both linguistic and paralinguistic features
reveal personal information of a speaker and they both need to
be addressed, in this study we only focus on speaker voice char-
acteristics. In other words, our goal is to move away from the
source speaker identity while preserving naturalness and qual-
ity. The proposed speaker de-identification system maps voice
of a given speaker to an average (or gender-dependent average)
voice; the mapping is modeled by a new convolutional neural
network (CNN) encoder-decoder architecture. Here, the trans-
formation of both spectral and excitation features are studied.
The voice conversion challenge 2016 (VCC-2016) database is
used to train the system and examine performance of the pro-
posed method. We use two different approaches for evaluations:
(1) objective evaluation: equal error rates (EERs) calculated by
an i-vector/PLDA speaker recognition system range between
1.265 - 3.46 % on average for all developed systems, and (2)
subjective evaluation: achieved 2.8 naturalness mean opinion
score (MOS). Both objective and subjective experiments con-
firm the effectiveness of our proposed de-identification method.

1. Introduction
Speaker de-identification is the task of concealing speaker iden-
tity, which may be revealed in linguistic (content of speaker’s
speech) [1, 2] and paralinguistic (spectral and excitation fea-
tures of the speech signal uttered by the speaker) [3, 4, 5] fea-
tures. In this study, we focus on the latter one. Our goal is
to map voice characteristics of a given speaker to a new iden-
tity, while preserving the naturalness and intelligibility. Speaker
de-identification has many applications; for instance, protecting
privacy of subjects speaking in a recording (e.g, witness or vic-
tim in courtroom/legal scenarios, voices played in some radio or
television programs, and medical records), secure transmission
of speech data (e.g., hiding speaker identity while transmission
of speech data gathered from online banking services), preven-
tion of unauthorized access, data augmentation, etc.

Previous studies in this research area are very limited. In
[3] the authors proposed a method for protecting the privacy of
speakers by adding masking sound based on white noise (con-
sidering different SNRs) or adding noise using band-pass fil-
ters. The authors showed that overall intelligibility decreases as
the accuracy of protecting privacy increases. Generally, noise
masking speech signals can unintentionally degrade intelligi-
bility. In addition, masking just may decrease performance of
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speaker recognition systems, but subjectively listeners may still
recognize the identity of a speaker. On the other hand, the
authors in [5] used GMM-based and phonetic based speaker
recognition systems for their evaluations. They transformed a
source voice to a synthetic target voice called kal-diphone. Us-
ing synthetic voice as the target data degrades the performance
of the de-identification system. In addition, authors in [6] manu-
ally defined piece-wise linear functions to transform the spectral
parameters and achieved 4.4% - 98.6% accuracy with different
settings; and no subjective test has been reported. Authors in [7]
adopted an available transformation method, i.e., the weighted
frequency warping. They proposed a new method for selec-
tion of a speaker from the database. Transformation applies on
the source speaker toward this selected speaker. The selection
method is designed to meet three different criteria to achieve an
overall promising performance.

Here, in contrast to other related works (to the best of our
knowledge, they all used an already available voice transforma-
tion method), we propose a new convolution encoder-decoder
based voice mapping and incorporated that into our speaker de-
identification system. We use the publicly available database of
voice conversion challenge 2016 (VCC-2016) [8, 9] to develop
our voice mapping system. The convolution neural network
(CNN) voice mapping architecture is specifically designed to
consider details of the database and has the ability to suppress
the errors and noises that might occur during the preparation
of data for the voice mapping step. Finally, the speaker de-
identification system employs the voice mapping module to
transform the voice characteristics of a given speaker to all tar-
get speakers in the database. Average or gender-dependent av-
erage of mapped voices leads to the de-identified voice.

As a brief summary, the main contribution of this study is
the development of a new voice mapping system using convo-
lutional encoder-decoder neural networks. Other key aspect of
this study is that we evaluate the proposed architecture with an
i-vector/probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) [10]
speaker recognizer. In addition, the de-identification approach
proposed here is designed to mislead both human listeners and
machines while preserving quality and naturalness.

Sec.2 introduces the database and feature sets we used in
this study. Next, Sec. 3, presents our proposed speaker de-
identification architecture. The experimental setup, objective
and subjective tests are presented in Sec.4, and finally Sec. 5
concludes the paper.

2. Database and Features
2.1. Database

We use publicly available database of voice conversion chal-
lenge 2016 (VCC-2016) [8, 9] here. This database is specif-
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Figure 1: The overall block-diagram of proposed speaker de-identification.

ically designed for the voice conversion application. In voice
conversion, we map a source speaker to a target speaker. This
database contains speech data of 10 speakers, 5 source speakers
(SF1, SF2, SF3, SM1, SM2) and 5 target speakers (TF1, TF2,
TM1, TM2, TM3). S and T represent source and target speak-
ers respectively; in addition, M and F refer to male and female.
This database is parallel; i.e., all speakers read the same set of
sentences. Each speaker has 162 training and 54 test utterances.
For developing our systems, we use 150 training utterances for
modeling, and the remaining 12 utterances as development data.

The key points that lead us to choose this database in-
clude: (1) to preserve linguistic information we need a par-
allel database [8] (however, there are also growing studies on
non-parallel data [11] as well). (2) to the best of our knowl-
edge, there is not any other publicly available parallel database
designed specifically for speech synthesis or voice conversion
rather than CMU-ARCTIC [12] (which only has 7 speakers);
therefore, we chose VCC-2016 as it has more speakers.

2.2. Features

In the proposed speaker de-identification system, we first com-
press speech into a set of acoustic features, we then de-identify
speaker information in the extracted feature space, and finally
we synthesize de-identified speech from the acoustic feature
space. The STRAIGHT vocoder [13] is used for analysis and
synthesis of utterances. STRAIGHT is a high quality vocoder
that introduces around 0.5 MOS degradation in the naturalness
of the speech signal [14]. STRAIGHT extracts 513-D spectral
envelope (SP), 513-D aperiodicity (AP) features as well as 1-
D fundamental frequency (F0). We employ speech signal pro-
cessing toolkit (SPTK) to convert SP to 40-D Mel-cepstral co-
efficients (MCEP) [15]. The de-identification is only applied
to MCEP and F0 features; the AP features are directly mapped
from the source speaker to the de-identified speaker.

3. Proposed Speaker De-identification
The details of the proposed speaker de-identification architec-
ture are described in this section. We first introduce the main
idea and the overall architecture of the proposed system, and
then explain each individual subsystem in detail.

Figure 1 shows the overall block-diagram of the proposed
system. Based on this figure, the proposed system performs the
speaker de-identification in the following 4 steps:

1) Feature analysis: As we described in Subsection 2.2, spec-
tral (MCEP) and excitation (AP, Log-F0) features are extracted
using the STRAIGHT vocoder.

2) Feature mapping: The VCC-2016 database has 5 source and
5 target speakers. 25 (i.e., every potential mapping from any
source to any target) mapping functions from MCEP features
of the source to the MCEP features of all target speakers are

trained based on a new convolutional encoder-decoder neural
network architecture (which is described in detail in Subsection
3.1). To preserve the variance of training data and partially re-
solve the over-smoothing problem, we simply scale the variance
of the generated MCEP features to that of the same speaker in
the training data. For Log-F0 a simple linear transformation
is applied. In addition, AP is moved directly from the source
speaker to the de-identified speaker without any modification.

3) Fusion: For a given source speaker, we map the MCEP and
Log-F0 features to all target speakers in the database (based on
the technique explained in the previous step). Next, mapped
features are fused together with two different approaches: (i)
average, and (ii) gender-dependent average. It is clear that we
can also apply weighted averaging to obtain different voices for
each source speaker, but in this study for the sake of simplicity
we use equally weighted averaging.

4) Synthesis: In this step, transformed MCEP features are
converted back to SP using SPTK toolkit. We stack the SP,
F0 as well as the AP (obtained from the previous steps) and
use STRAIGHT synthesis module to generate the de-identified
speech samples.

3.1. Convolutional Encoder-Decoder Mapping

This subsection introduces a new neural network architecture
for mapping acoustic features from a source speaker to a target
speaker. Similar to all neural networks, our mapping network
has train and test (de-identification) phases.

In the training phase, source and target utterances are first
aligned using the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm.
Next, we prepare the data for our training procedure. The input
and output of the network are stacks of 15 consecutive frames
of MCEP features. We can interpret these 15 frames as one
frame that is appended with 7 previous and 7 next frames. Fi-
nally, the mapping network is trained to model the non-linear
transformation from the input sequence to the output sequence.

In the de-identification phase, we slide a 15-frame-length
window over the input sequence and feed each window as the
input to the trained network. The network transforms the input
into the same dimensional output; however, we only keep the
middle one.

In this paper, we introduce a new convolutional neural net-
work (CNN)-based structure to perform the spectral mapping.
CNNs represent a variation of neural networks [16] which have
a unique structure with a cascade of convolution and pooling
layers. Three key CNN aspects benefit our task: local con-
nectivity, weight sharing, and pooling [17]. Local connectiv-
ity makes the system more robust to noise. In addition, while
static features are sufficient for the network, the benefits of
using dynamic features are captured by CNN filtering. Also,
weight sharing reduces the number of parameters which par-
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Figure 2: Convolutional encoder-decoder architecture.

Figure 3: Encoding layer: encodes input into a lower dimen-
sional representation. BN is batch-normalization. Each convo-
lution layer uses maxout and is followed by average pooling.

Figure 4: Decoding layer: decodes input. The activation func-
tion is tanh, and BN is batch normalization.

tially addresses the issue of over-fitting. Specially here, the
VCC-2016 database is small (this can be valid for most of par-
alleled databases) and can cause an over-fitting problem. Pool-
ing as well can help suppress potential errors of dynamic time
warping (DTW) for aligning the two feature sets.

Various approaches have been introduced to convert spec-
tral features. Examples include, joint density Gaussian mix-
ture model (JDGMM) [18] with parameter generation algorithm
[19] (to incorporate dynamic features) which are traditional
methods for converting spectral features. LSTM-RNN [20],
stacked joint-autoencoder [21], generative training of DNN
[22], exemplar-based conversion [23] are among more recent
trends in voice conversion. In addition, [24] proposed (com-
bining different techniques including) applying direct waveform
modification using spectral differential filtering (DIFFVC) with
GMM-based VC and ranked one of the top systems in the VCC-
2016 [9].

CNN-based mapping has multiple advantages over other
voice mapping methods which include: (1) Compared to ap-
proaches that use delta features to capture time-dependencies
(such as, JDGMM), our convolutional encoder-decoder network
is able to automatically capture the dependencies between ad-
jacent acoustic feature frames without including dynamic fea-
tures. As a result, our method does not need a parameter gen-
eration algorithm which is prone to the over-smooting problem.
(2) Compared to LSTM-RNN approaches, our network is faster
and easier to train. Additionally, due to the recurrent nature of
LSTM-RNN, it cannot fully exploit the GPU capabilities.

Figure 2 shows the overall structure of the proposed con-
volutional encoder-decoder. As it is shown in the figure, the
structure contains an encoder followed by a decoder. Encoder
is a stack of convolution and pooling layers (Figure 3) and de-

coder is a stack of convolution-transpose1 (Figure 4) layers.
The convolution and pooling layers encode the input into low
resolution representations and convolution-transpose layers up-
sample the data to its original high resolution space. Applying
convolution-transpose after the convolutional layers has shown
to be effective in other applications; such as image segmenta-
tion [26], emotion recognition [25], etc.

4. Experiments
4.1. Evaluation Metrics

In this subsection, the metrics employed for evaluation of the
proposed speaker de-identification system are explained. Ex-
periments are categorized in objective and subjective tests.

For objective evaluations, we developed an i-vector/PLDA
based speaker recognition [10] system which is explained in
4.1.1. Similar to other speaker recognition evaluations, we re-
port equal error rate (EER) to evaluate and compare the perfor-
mance of the developed systems [27]. EER measures the error
rate of a system at the threshold that miss alarm and false alarm
are equal [27].

For subjective evaluations, we conducted an informal sub-
jective test. Details of the experiment are described in 4.1.2.

4.1.1. Speaker Recognition Evaluation

Speaker recognition is the task of recognizing whether a given
utterance belongs to a target speaker or not. Here we employ an
i-vector/PLDA speaker recognition solution.

In typical i-vector/PLDA speaker recognition systems, Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) are first extracted as
input feature vectors, then voice activity detection (VAD) is
applied to remove non-speech segments. Next, a UBM and
total variability matrix (TV) are trained, and i-vectors are ex-
tracted. Thereafter, i-vectors are post-processed with length-
normalization and LDA. Eventually, PLDA is trained and final
log-likelihood scores are calculated [28].

In detail, the speaker- and channel-dependent GMM super-
vector in the i-vector configuration is factorized as [10],

M = m + Tw, (1)

where m is the speaker and channel-independent UBM super-
vector, T is total variability (TV) matrix that maps the high-
dimensional GMM supervector to a lower-dimensional vector
w; or so-called i-vector representation [10].

The expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is used to
train both UBM and TV matrix. In the E-step, w is considered
a latent variable with a normal prior distribution N(0, I). At the
end of the optimization, the estimated value for each i-vector is
the mean of the posterior distribution of w [10]. The estimated
i-vector is:

ŵ(u) = (I + TT Σ−1N(u)T )−1TT Σ−1S(u), (2)

where Σ is the UBM covariance matrix. In addition, N(u) and
S(u) are zeroth and centralized first order Baum-Welch statis-
tics for utterance u, respectively.

4.1.2. Naturalness Evaluation

For subjective evaluation, we conducted mean opinion score
(MOS)-naturalness test. 20 listeners participated in the evalua-

1Also known as de-convolution, up-convolution, backward strided
convolution and fractionally strided convolution [25]
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Table 1: EER (%) for original source and target speakers.

SF1 SF2 SF3 SM1 SM2 TF1 TF2 TM1 TM2 TM3
EER (%) 2.516 0.559 0.4892 0.1747 0.7687 1.747 0.3494 0.4542 0.2096 0.2795
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Figure 5: EER(%) results for four different systems: a) Average, b) Average-F0, c) GD, d) GD-F0. For every newly generated speaker,
the equal error rate against available 10 speakers in database is reported.

Table 2: Summary of results. The EER(%) in figure 5 are
averaged here for each newly generated speaker.

Voice De-ID NSF1 NSF2 NSF3 NSM1 NSM2
Average 2.764 2.476 3.46 2.301 2.613

Average-F0 1.999 1.807 1.783 2.483 2.709
GD 2.232 2.129 2.751 1.265 1.845

GD-F0 1.701 1.824 1.550 2.682 1.859

tions. Listeners are asked to rank the naturalness of 50 randomly
chosen utterances from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent).

4.2. Experimental Conditions

This section describes details on the database used for training
the i-vector/PLDA speaker recognition system and CNN con-
figuration we adopted in developing of our system.

For the speaker recognition system, we first extract 19
MFCC features and append them with energy, delta, and delta-
delta features using a 25-ms window with sequential 10-ms
frame shifts. Next, energy-based VAD is used to remove non-
speech segments. A 2048-mixture full covariance UBM and
total variability matrix are trained using data collected from
SRE2004, 2005, 2006, 2008 and Switchboard II phase 2,3 and
Switchboard Cellular Part1 and Part2 [29, 30]. For training
both LDA and PLDA, we use training data from VCC-2016
database. The enrollment/test data also includes test utterances
from VCC-2016 database.

The CNN encoder-decoder introduced in Section 3.1 uses 2
convolution and 2 convolution-transpose layers. The first con-
volution layer converts 15x40-D to 15x40x256, which reduces
to 15x40x128 with maxout. Next, average pooling is used to

reduce the dimensions to 8x20x128. In the second convolu-
tion layer, the 8x20x128 input data is converted to 4x10x512
and again reduces to 4x10x256 with maxout and average pool-
ing. The filter size in CNN for the first and second CNN layers
are 9x9 and 3x3. In the decoding layers (convolution-transpose
layers) tanh activation function is applied in both layers. The
filter size for the first and second convolution-transpose layers
are 3x3 and 9x9, respectively. In all CNN and convolution-
transpose layers, we used batch normalization.

The minimum mean square error (MSE) has been chosen
as the optimization criterion and both L1 and L2 regularization
are used here to solve the over-fitting problem. The learning rate
starts with 0.01 in initial epochs and decreases gradually. The
maximum number of epochs is set to 1000. Adam optimization
is also used here for training the model.

4.3. Experimental Results

4.3.1. Objective Test

In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed architecture in
terms of equal error rate (EER).

First, we evaluate the performance of the i-vector/PLDA
speaker recognition for VCC-2016 database. The EER for each
individual speaker is shown in Table 1. The results show the
average EER for all speakers is 0.75% which is reasonable.

Next, for each source speaker (SF1, SF2, SF3, SM1,
SM2) we generate a new speaker (NSF1, NSF2, NSF3, NSM1,
NSM2). For example, NSF1 is created by using the AP and F0
(or linear transformation of F0) of SF1 and average/weighted-
average of MCEP features generated by voice mapping sys-
tems; specifically, transformation from SF1 to all target speak-
ers (TF1, TF2, TM1, TM2, TM3). We claim that NSF1 is dif-
ferent from all available speakers in the database (all source
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Figure 6: 600-D i-vectors mapped to 2-D representation.

and target ones). The results are presented in Figure 5. We
designed trials in a way that smaller EERs represent better de-
identification performance.

Figure 5 represents four different approaches for fusing
spectral features of different target speakers.
1) Average: AP and F0 of the source speaker are directly (with-
out any change) copied to the new speaker; while, the MCEP
features are equally weighted average of transformation to all
target speakers.
2) Average-F0: this is exactly similar to the previous version
except that F0 of the new speaker (e.g., NSF1) is a linear trans-
formation of F0 for SF1. Here, if the source speaker is female,
we decrease F0 by 10% and if the source speaker is male, we
increase F0 by 10%.
3) Gender-dependent (GD): in this system F0 and AP are
copied from the source speaker to the de-identified speaker.
However, the MCEP features are the average of only the cross-
gender voice mapping models. For example, for NSF1, we av-
erage MCEP features generated by SF1-TM1, SF1-TM2, SF1-
TM3 voice mapping systems (in contrast to average between
all SF1-TF1, SF1-TF2, SF1-TM1, SF1-TM2, SF1-TM3 voice
mapping systems which we had in the first system; i.e. “Aver-
age”).
4) GD-F0: this is also exactly the same as “GD” however F0
is linearly increased or decreased by 10% for male and female
speakers, respectively.

In Figure 5, it is clear that for both “Average” and “GD”
when we change F0 we obtain better performance. For exam-
ple, comparing “Average” and “Average-F0” the EER for NSF3
against SF3 has improved significantly. Therefore, we can con-
clude that changing F0 even linearly can help. In addition, com-
paring “Average” and “GD” systems, in all cases, we obtain bet-
ter performance with “GD” (except, comparing EERs of NSF3
and SF3 that there is not significant improvement). In “GD”,
we only use cross-gender models; therefore we expect that, as
target speakers are more different from the source speaker, the
new speaker will be more distinct. The “GD-F0” approximately
outperforms the other three systems. Table 2 summarizes the
average EERs captured by each of the four systems for newly
created speakers (NSF1, NSF2, NSF3, NSM1, NSM2). These
results also confirm that transforming F0 and using gender in-
formation help decrease the EER.

Figure 6 uses t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding

(t-SNE) [31] to map the 600-D i-vector representation of test
data into 2-D space. This figure also confirms that the 10 origi-
nal speakers of the database and 5 new generated speakers (de-
identified speakers) are almost distinct.

4.3.2. Subjective Test

For subjective evaluation, we conducted MOS-naturalness test
for “GD-F0” speaker de-identification system. We did an infor-
mal subjective test at CRSS and obtained 2.8 for pooled utter-
ances of all new generated speakers.

In addition to the MOS-naturalness, an additional subjec-
tive test can be designed. We also ask participants “if they can
distinguish the new speaker from each available speaker in the
database or not”. We did an informal subjective test at CRSS
and we obtained 100% accuracy for “GD-F0”. One of the rea-
sons is that we changed F0, and mapped the source speaker from
male to female and vice versa.

5. Conclusion
This paper presented a new solution for the speaker de-
identification task. For a given speech signal of a speaker,
first, spectral and excitation features are extracted. The spec-
tral features are mapped non-linearly with a novel convolu-
tional encoder-decoder based voice conversion system; and F0
is converted linearly. Transformed features are finally com-
bined together and synthesized to generate the de-identified
speech signal. The experiments were carried out on VCC-
2016 database and evaluated subjectively and objectively with i-
vector/PLDA speaker recognition system. Each source speaker
in the database was mapped to a new speaker; for the best
proposed system (i.e., “GD-F0”) the EER varies between
1.55%-2.682%, and 2.8 was achieved for the subjective MOS-
naturalness test. For similarity as well, new speakers were dis-
criminated from the source speaker with 100% accuracy for
“GD-F0” speaker de-identification system.
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